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The view usually taken by scholars is that the Li~chi fflt !c. of 49-

volumes was edited by TAI SHENG ~~(Hsiao Tai or Tai, the Junior)7 

a Ohinese scholar of the era of Hsuan-ti (73-49 · B.O.) of the· Former 

Han Period; and the Ta-Tai Li-chi J;;:_ iZ fff ic. by TAI TE ix~ (Ta Tai 

or Tai, the Senior) of the same era. This view seems to admit of 

criticistn, and it is the object of the pr_esent treatise to controvert its 

· authenticity.· 

The above view was adopted apparently by most scholars of the 

Sui at1d Tiang Periods (589__:906 A.D:), as can be seer1 from the reference 

iri the Ohing-"chi-chih *~ ffi ;t- (Bibliographical Chapter) of the Siii-shu 

~- to the 'Ta-Tai Li~chi as being edited by TAI. TE and the Li-chi 

as being edite~ by TAI SHENG; from the reference by the Ohing-cM

ch{h of the Chiii T'ang-shii ii ff il to the fomer as 'being edited by TAI 

TE and _to the latter which it belieyes was edited by T.Ar SII~NG as the 

Hsiao-Tai Li-chi 1J, it ffl1H2-; and from the reference by the I-wen-chih 

~ )( ;t;_ of the Hsin · T'ang-shu ~ff~ to the two books respectively as the 

Ta-Tai-Te Li-chi and the Hsiao-Tai-ShengL-i.-chi. The practice of referring 

to the two books in the above manner did not. originate in the Sui or T'ang 

Period,' but we find in the general introducti01i to the Ohing-tien shih- . 

wen *~~ff)( of Lru TE-MING ~ {i J=I}.J that aiready in the preface to the 

Ohou-:-li-lun m nit r»a by CHEN SHAO ~ NB, mention was made of the name 

of the Hsiao-Tai Li in the sense of the Hsiao-Tai Li-chi. If w~ trace 

it further back, we find that the view aiready existed in the latter part of 

the Later Han· Period, as the Li-chi-cheng-i ffif tc.1E ~ quoting the 

Liu-i-l·iin /'\ ~ ~ of CHENG HsuAN jp 'J.r ·says: "TAI TE edited and gave 

to the world the eighty-five volumes of Chi, which are known as the 
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'Ta-Tai Li-chi, while TAI SHENG edited and gave to the world the 
forty-nir1e volumes of Li 1

) which form the present Li-chi referred to 
here." Reference may be made also to the Hou:.J-Ian-shu, * ~ :ffl=, the 
.Ju-lin-chuan ~ ** fIAt (or the Biographies of Confucian Scholars), section 

. ·. . 
of Tung Chiin it :lsJ, which remarks, CHENG Hsu AN 1~ 'Jz: "annotated the 
Li-chi in forty-nine volumes which had been edited and trans1nitted by 
HsrAo TA1." · It might be questioned in this conneqtion why the Li1,i-
1-lim refers to the volumes edited by TA.I SHENG merely as the 'Li-chi' 
instead of the 'Fl<?iao-'Pai L,i-chi;' .while it calls tliose volumes edited by 
TAI TE the ' Ta-71a,i Li' (which properly ought to be called the' 'Ta:.Tai 
Li-ch1: '\ Howev:er, it is evident from these remarks that in the days 
of' CHENG HsuAN the L,i-chi .in: forty'"nine volumes used to be referred 
to as ' b~ing edited by HsrAo TAL' The question is, was this viBW 
inherited from the preceeding · period ? · For no mention is made of the 
tw_o books in the Han-shu iii I,:, the I-wen-chih, nor in the section of 
the two TAI in the .Ju-lin-chudn. The section regarding the Li in the 
I-icen-:chih mentions the one huridred and thirty.,one volumes of Chi, 
but there is not found any reference to the 'Pa-Tai Li~chi in. eighty:-five 
volu·mes,. nor to the_ Li-chi in forty'-nine volumes. The I-iuen-ch·ih does 
not ·sugg!3st, a]so, any relation • existing between the· one hundred and 
thirty~one volumes of Chi and the two TAI. As to the two TAr, in a :note in 
the Ching r~ ( or the text· of I-li 1m nit) in seventeen volumes; is mentioned 
the nallle of Tai-shih ~ .Sc along with that of Hou"'shih Fo ~;-and ·alsoin an
other passage in it is written ''When: it ca_rne to the Han Period·, KAo-t'A:NG 
SHENG ~·~~gave to the world the Shih-li ±·wt (or the I~li) in seventeen 
volumBs. In the era of Emperor Hsiao Hsuan ~ ~, amoi1.g his disciples 
Hou Ts'ang ffi'M was the most erudite, TAITE, TAI SHENG, and Oh'ing P'u 
M 1t- being all clisciples of Hou Ts'ang." It is added that the two TAI, 
after· having studied under Hou Ts'ang, established each a school of his 
own, but nothing more is told about them. The .Ju-lin-chuan, speaking of 

____________ ...,h~1-~QJs of learning, says : "Thus with regard to li there arose 
three schools, of Ta-Tai, Hsiao-Tai, and Oh'ing-shih." The li mentioned 
here clearly refers to the Shih-li or the I-Z.i in seventee1i volumes, 

1) The present writer is inclined to believe that 'Li' is a misnomer of 'Chi.' 
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judging from the remark in the I-weri-chih as well as from the situation 

of the day that the studie~ of Confucianism had been classified according 

to the principles of Ch·ing f~ or · the texts of the Six Classics.·. The 

remark in the Jn-lin-chv,an of the Ho'l/,-IIan-siiii: "Tai Te founded the 

Ta-Tai-li school, Tai Sheng the JI3iao., 'Tai-li sc~ool and 0'hing P'u the 

Ch'ing-shih-li school," ~10 doubt corresponds to the remark in the Hah- . 
shu: " Regarding the studies of ·li there are• the schools of Ta-Tai; 

Hsiao-Tai, and Ch'ing:-shih." These statements refer to the situation of 

the Former Han Period, and it is remarkal:>le that in them there is not 

found any such view as· in the Liii-i-liin. In the Later Han Period· 

also clearly there existed, according to the I-Iou-Hanc.sl1u, Ju-lin-chirnn, 

tl1e two schools of study of the two TAI regarding the 1-l-i. The 

Biography of Tung Chii'n Jf :1:§q above referred to, speaking of CH~JNG 

J-IsfrAN, says that '' CHENG HsuAN first studied the Hsiao-Tai'."Ji," meaning 

thereby the text of the I-li tl:lat was adopted by the ·Hsiao Tai school. 

-To sum up,· the .. two. TAI were known from the Former ·Han Period as 

the scholars versed in the I-l{, and those who followed theni in their 

respective teaqhings continued to exist. down to the Later Han Period, 

their respective teachings and texts having been called by the .names of 

Ta;.Tai, Li and Hsiao-Tai Li. The contributions ofthe two TAI to the 
. . . 

studies of l-i consisted:, therefore, ii;1. '.their· having inherited the. Text. of 

I-li from preceeding scholars and Jeft them behind together with: their 

own ir1terpretations added:, thereby establishing their· own respective 

school. However, the Ta-Tai Li referred. to by the Li,iki-liin does not 

correspond to the. Ta-Tai Li above mentioned, but is a general appellation 

fQ:r_th~.J2ig~fi:Y---:fiYeYQl:Ul11BS_01Ohi:_Qrmisc01lany _of Li .. -- ,_T_he __ ex~ctJtpp§ll~: 

tion of those volumes therefore sh9uld be 'Pa-Tai .Li~chi instead of 

'Ta-Ta.i Li, in.contrast to th~ Li'."chi or the so-called Hsiao-'Pai Li-chi in 

forty-nine volumes which is believed to have been !€ft behin~d by HsIAo 

. TAI,· although a.ppare1J,tly it used to be called in those days also by the 

simpler name of Ta-Tai Li. If such is the case, we find that in the 

days of 0HEN9 lisuAN (127-200, A.D.) the :i;iarne Ta-'Pai Li used to have 

two entirely different meanings, for the teachings of the two TAI and 

their texts of the I-li · are entirely different things from the two Li-chi 
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which are believed. by many to have· been inherited from the two TAI. 
It is difficult to believe that the above view expotmded in the Liu-i-lun 
had already existed . in, ' and was transmitted, · from the Former Han 
Period, seeing no mention was made of the Li-chi, of· the two TAI in 
the T-wen-chih or in the .Tu-lin-chu0n, while the existence of the· schools 
of the two TAI 'and their texts of the I-l 1i in t1:e same period could be 
clearly established. If it is a fair inference that the reason why the 
Liii,.i-Z:Un does not· refer to the Li-chi iri forty-nine volumes as the 
Hsiao-Tai Li was probably because the name of Hsia~-Tai Li-chi had not 
yet come into existence, and hence its abridged form of Hsiao""'Pai Li had 
not yet made its. appearance, then it is reasonable to infer that. the name 
of Ta-Tai Li-chi or its abridged form Ta-'Pai Li could hardly have existed 
m the Former Han Period .. 

It is clear that in the days qf CHENG HsuAN? the Li-chi in forty
nine volumes; was in exister1ce u1:1-der the name of Li-chi, if _we take 
into account the remark of the 'Liu-i-lun and the fact that the book 
annotated' by CHENG' HsUAN is still existent under the title of Li-chi, 
and that accordingto the Hou-Han-shv.,, £,u;..0-hih-chuan It ffl 'ft, Lu CHrn, 
of the· same school as CHENG. Hsu AN, also wrote notes on the Lie-chi, 
which from the accounts in the Ohing-chi;.chih of the Stii-shu ar1d the ------------~ 
T'ang-shii, can be established to' have b'een composed of fortyc.nihe 
volmnes. The Ta-Tai Li-chi, though it has an. additional· name of Ta 

. Tai, was also called by the title of Li-chi, in spite of its. being an 
entirely different edition from the L{-chi in forty-nine volumes.- The 
existence of a book_ by the title of Li-ch,i in ·the latter part of the Foriner 
Han ':I?erfod is testified to by the appearance of the name in .tb..e chapters 
of Ohiao-ssu~chih ~~- fflP. JG, 111ei-Fu-cfaian, t1d: WM ~r, and Wei-Hsuan-cheng-

. chi1,an iit:fz: ~'ft, _a~d Wang-Mang-chiwn ::E~i:Ifl: of· the Han-shii. The 
book was, •it cah, then be inferred, apparently a .collectton of 1nany 
independent smaller books, and the title of Li-chi was, so to speak, a 
general title for the series of books thus edited ; for the Ohiao-ssu-chih 
and the Wei-Hsuan-cheng~chrnan mention the name of the Li-chi 
Ssu-tien ffi ~D ,rie, $!. and the T✓Vei-lis·uan-che11-g-chnan the Li-chi lVang-ch,ih 
ff~ iD .:E iJilJ ; and the· wang~Jl!Iang-.chirnn speaks of the Li Jltling-t'an·g-cl1Ji 
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nit FJ:J ~ !c.,1
> thus giving the name of an individual book or volume in the 

Li-chi. 'The· Ohiao-ssu-chih: and the JJ!Iei-P·u-ch·u,an- soinetimes mention 
simply the title L-i-chi, without givirig the nan:ie of the volun~esfrom which 
the qt~otations are derived,-'--a fact to be explained by the situation that the 
title of the Li~chi was a gerieral appellation for the whole series of books 
on Li. · It can also be iriferred from it that the Li-•chi was not a· ·vagu,e 
appellation for those kinds of bookr,3 of L:i, but one for a series of books 
with definite contents. Again, if the Li~chi existed in, the Fonner Han 
Period, the Li-chi often referred· to in the Po-hu-t'ving S·re jffl, which 
was writter1 in the early p:1:rt of the Later Han Period, ,must be _the 
sarne book. In its r'eferences to the Li-chi, -the Po~hu-t'ung sonietimes 
gives merely the· general title of Li--ch·i., and· sometimes in addition to 
the general title, gives the names of the volumes from . which the 
references werf) derived, such as the Di~chi Shihja nil 1'12. ~ t.k, the Li-chi 
Ohi:..-i Iii ITc. ~~,the Li~chi San-cheng tf ric.·2 .IE·. (or the Li San.:.cheng-·chi 
nil,=: lE ~2.), the Li Chung-y-ung-chi )ff t=p JMf ic., the Li P 1ieh-1ning-chi nil 
JJIJ ~ ~2., the Li Pao-fu-chi ')ff* fl!Hc, . the Li TVi.fAri-chi nil .li 1Hc, the 
Li Tflang~t·u.-chi -lfil 2E Bt ~2., the Li Ch'fr1,-l5hi1rchi Jil ~~fie., the Li Tseng-

. fzi2-ch1: nfftt-=f ~2., the Li Pen-san_q-clii tit~.~jjc, ek The Li Pieh-
11iing-chi and the Li Pao-fii~chi · are alternative names respec_tively of 
the Li-chi Pieh-ming and the Li~chi Pao-ju, in the sarrie 1nanner the 
Li--chi San-cheng is· sometimes caned Li Sarn-che1ig-chi. There are also 
f01-1nd other shorter forms, _such 'as · the bi Pao-fuf· the Li Chi~i, 8rid 
the Li Chung-yimg, beit1g · equivaler1ts respectively for the Li Paoju'.:.chi, 
th.e Li-chi Chi-i, and theLi Chung-yiing'"chi,whence it can be deduced, 
we believe, that .the other shorter titles, as the Li Chi-t'iing nrf~wt, the 
Li 'Chi-Ja nrt ~ ~-, the Li Yu--tsao · nil xii; the Li Ch{ao~te~sheng Wt~~~ 
tt, the Li 'P'a~i-kimg Ii.ff t:I i:3-, the Li Fang-chi Wt tJ5 fi2., the Li Hsiao-chi 
nrt 1H2., the Li Nei-tse lfil 0J JW, and the Li Ching--chieh fftiU~ m, which 

. ' 

are· all without ' chi ' at the end, also ought to be regarded as the names 
of volumes of the Li-chi . . Among those. volumes· that are- claimed. to 
have been included in the Li-chi there are sorne · volumes to be found 

1) The Li Jfing-t'ang-chi is probably t.he same thing as tlie Li-chi J.1ing-t'ang later 
to be mentioned, if the' example of the Po-hu-t'ung. a Cl. 31[ is to be followed.· 



in the existent Li.:chi___:.that is, the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes,-such 
as the volumes of the Wang~chih .:E t11!J, and the 111'1:ng-t'ang l:!JI .¥: (or the 
Ming-t'an_q-wei 1:1.JJ 1t1rr)·referred: to in the Hnn-shn, Both of which _are 
included in the· existent Li-chi. The Ssii::tien quoted in the }Ian-shit,, 
recalls, judging from the quotation, the volume Chija in the existent 
Li-chi . . There are ,also soine other passages- in• the 1-Ian-Bhii, which tecan · 
respectively the volumes Ch'u:.li lialit:, the 'Chi~i, and tb.e T'an-kung, in 
spite of. lack of any explicit• references to the so'urces. The same is true 
with tp.e Po-hu-t'ung : the names of the voltmies · quoted in it, as are 
given above, show that they were derived from what is contained in the 
(exister1t) Li-chi... The Po-hvA'img also has some passages, though not 
rnany; which, without reference to._ the definite source of derivation, 

,' . ' . ' 

simply begin with ' The Li-chi· says '' and yet clearly show that they 

were taken from amorrg the volurnes contained in the existent Li-chi. 
For example, a passage reg~rding niarriage ft~ ?l.=; quotecl in the Po-}i-ii

_ t'ung, begim~ing w~th_ ' The· Li_-chi says,' is. one ·of those' passages in 
point; and' must be regarded as 4aving beet~ taken fro1n the volume 
Nei-..tse. ·On the .other hand, the :names of the v9b:trnes abov:e mentioned 
show_ th!lt there are sonie among the1n, including the volumes Shih-Ja; 
San-cheng,1

) Pieh~ming, Pa~-Ju, Wu-ti; Wang .. fta, aµd. Ch'in-shu,' which 
do not have any correspor+ding volumes in the ex:istent Li:.chi'. Among 
tho~e. p~ssages beginr~ing with ·'.The Li~chi :says' and u:q.accompanied 
by Jtr;tY,. refere1ice to .. the · definite source of derivation, are some, for 

t11sti1,n~e, a passage quoted in . the section- of the L·i.-yo mft ~' · that ·dp 
not have any corresponding. p~~s_ages in the ·existent L'i.-chi. Of, those 

vo_lumes ,_that .:are not represente~l in the existent Li~chi, the volume of 

th~.Pao1u· i~ s~ill found,in the,~xistent.portion ofthe 'la-T,a·i Li:.chi, and 
the_ volume of the ·,S%ihja ~~ apparently 011ce -use.d to. be included ,,in 

. 1) That· tlie Li·-chi Sdn-~hqig quoted in the chapter' ~f the She-shi contahis an 
identical passage with the Chija in the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes does not mean that 
the 8an-che11 g is another name for the former. · For some , passages. quoted in the 
Gh'i-lcuei ~ ~ and S~n-cheng, for instance, are not found in the Chi-fa, while the 
Wang-'chih and the ;Nr:i-tse of the e)l'.istent Li-chi contain some identical passages in 
each. The passage quoted in the Ch'i-k~ei, San-cheng is, as CsEN Lrn has proved, identical 
with a passage in the Li-wei, ffi ff,$: which again is believed· to have been derived from 
the Li-chi'. San-cheng. , . 
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the Ta-Tai_ Li-ch·i, seeing that the Shihja, is q'uoted, in the chapter of 
the Shih (or posthumous title) of· the Pei-t'aiig~shu:ch'a,o ~t ~ 1!-l'J>, from 
the Ta-11ai Li-chi, volume of the. Shih-l-i. Kimi. Lam inclined to think 
that the Li Hao-shUi;;.chi ffit tt ~ \5e; quoted m the· chapters · of the 
San-lnwng = ~ and the San-·wang .=.: .± of the Peng-su-t'wng J.1..1:§ ri 
corresponds to .the above Shih-li: As to the passages· begi:tmit1g with 
'The Li-chi says,' those appearing in the section of ]!sing~ming Ji 4; 
wereapparentlyderivedfrom the:volumeYii, 11ai Te ~~1t intheexistent 
Ta-Tai L1:-ch·i. Considering that we have no means to ascertain the :tiames 
of. the eighty-five volumes of the so-called Ta-11ai Li-chi, there may be 
some; volumes that are missing-in the. Ta-11ai Li-chi in existence or in 
the Li.;.chi · in forty-nir.ie volumes, but might have been included in 
the T.a-:Tai Li.-cht. in ·eighty-five volurnes. Again among those passages 
be~innit1g with 'the Li says/ there are some to be traced back to the 
volumes :found· in the existent Di-chi· arid some traceable to the extinct 

' -

portion of the· Ta-Tr-ti Li~chi; . -A few examples of the former· case are 
found· in the sect_ioii., of OMieh 1ll, (quoted from the Chu-li BE ff!l), of 
Hi\i-ssil E. me, (quot~d froi'n the W,ang-chih), and bf Chia-ch'u ~-~- (qtioted 
from the 'l,seng-tzi1,-wen it :=f Fr.ii); An. example of the latter is found ·1u 
the section· of Ohien:..cheng ~ W., as CH'EN Lr ~ ft· proved it i'ri. its 
notes. The section of Hao ~ may also be referred to, where a passage 
the same· as the one ju the above-nientioried Li Hao-shih-chi is found 
beginning with 'the Li says.n) 

The aboveremark applies to the Po-hit-t'ung; but with the IIan-shu, 
all the quotations from the' Li-c'hi :are apparently to be regarded.to have 
been taken froin what 'is contained ,in'.the Li-chi in forty-nine voh1.mes. 
If we take into· consideration the- scarcity fo the Han~Bhu of such 

1) According to these·· exam.ples, . the ' Li' in the ' L,i says' may sometimes be 
regarded as the abridged form of the Li-chi. Therefore among those passages of unknown 
derivation, there :rniy be some tbat were taken, from what was then called the Li-chi, 
iIJ.cluding the now-mis~ing volumes of the Ta-Tai Li-chi. IIowever, the 'L_i ')n the ~ Li 
says' ca.rinot always be interpreted as the abridged form of the longer titl~_ of the Li-chi~ 
as there are, for example, in the sections of Tsung-tw, * 'IPR. and Chia-ch'il some p1ssages 
beginning .vith the 'Li says,' but ·actually. being quoted from t.he I~li, and some in_ the 
section of Peng-hung with the same beginning but quoted from the Chou-kucin ml 't- In 
these latter· cases, the ' Li 1 in the ' Li says' ought to be regarded as the abridged 
appellation of :the Li-ching fftlU~. 
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quotations from the Li-chi, however, it may be regarded as· rather 
accidental, and the Li-chi, from which the Po-hii-t'ung and the Han-slm 
drew their quotations, should be regarded as one and the same series of 
books. It is nearly inconceivable that there should have been two different 
Li-chi with the same title, and apparently the same contents, making 
their appearance without much separation ~n time from each other .. It 
can be conceived from the above consideration that the series of books 
which was called ]Jy the name-. of the. Li-chi· in the period · from thEJ close 
of_ the Former Han Dynasty to the beginning of the Later Han Dynasty, 
contained much of what is now in the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes as 
well as in the Tct-Ta'i Li-chi. Is it not natural to conclude that since 
each of -the books constituting the· series that was called Li-chi, was 
called without any distinction by the name ,of Li-ch,i, Li-ch-i being the 

' . . 

general name for the series, there could most likely not exist two different · 
series of the Li-ch1:, that is, of the Li-chi iii forty-nine volumes and 
of the Ta..,Tai Li-ciii? As the Po-hu-t'ung is known to be a collection 
of the opinions or theories held by the majority of the scholars of the 

- . Confucian. school. of the 'day, there is. rE;ason to believe that the way the 
Li-chi is called in the Po-hii~t'ung, must have been the way the book . . . 

of Li was treated by those scholars. Then it can be inferred that in the 
days when those scholars ofthe Confucian school met in the Po-hu-kuan 
Hall to discuss the doctrines of Confucianism, there was only one kind of 
Lri-chi · in existence. · 

From such ,considerations, it is onlv natural - to conclude that the 
one hundred and thirty-one volumes of. Chi or miscellaneous writings 
on l·i mentioned in the Han-shu, I-wen-chih, refers to the same Li-chi 
as the above. Although the I-wen-chih does not enumerate the naines 
of each of the one: hundred and thirty.;one volnn~es; the Chi mentioned· 
in the I-wen-chih must be regarded as the same Li-chi that the Po
hu,-t'ung refers to, because· there was in those days no other book that 
was called by the name. of the Li-eh~ . . This inference is again corro
borated by the fact that in its· quot~tions from the Yo-chi ~ ~c. in the 
sections on She-chi ffrl: ff, Li-yo Wt~, and JJeng-kung .. hou # 01*, the 
Po-hu-t'ung never refers to the source of their· quotations as from the 
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Li-chi Yo-chi OT the Li Yo-chi, but always simply as the Yo-chi. 1
) The 

· treatment of the Yo-chi . as found in the Po-hii-t'ung must have been 
due to the circumstances that in the_ beginnihg of the· Later Han PeTiod 
the Yo-chi and the Li-chi weTe two distinct books, and agrees with the 
manner of the tr€atment of the two series of books in the 1-iuen-chih, 
which under the section of the Yo includes twenty-three vohi.mes of the 

_ Yo-chi ~ !c. and twenty-fom volumes'of the Wang Yu-chi .3:: ~ ic. (which 
probably means the Yo-chi of WANG Yu),-a , fact that justifies the 
belief that the Yo-chi and the Wwng Y:U-chi must be regarded as being 
distinct from the one hundred and thirty-one volumes of Chi, referred 
to in the section of Li in the I-wen-chih if we take into account the 
manneT of the classifi9ation· of the Six Arts, and also the manner in 
which the nam.es of the Li-chi· and the Yo;.chi are contrast~d. The ' . 

treatment of_ the Po-hud't1lng ·agrees, as has been noted above, with tha't 
in the_ I~wen-chih, and induces· ti.s to believe that the -so-called Li-chi 
and the ·Yo-chi men.tioned in· the. ·ro-lm'-t'wng refer. to the. Li-chi it.J. 
one hmidred and thirty-one volumes and the Yo-chi in twenty three 
volurn.es mention~d bythe I-wen-chih. These two books must haire been 
in existence in their· original form as was first edited, at the time when 

· the Po-hir,-t'ir,ng was written. · If we take into account the fact that the 
I~wen-chih does not merition any other Li-chi _besides the above, and 

. the circumstances which make it ha,rcl for us to believe that there· existed 
two or three Li-chi of the same nature and same title, is there not 
reason to conceive that at the end of the Former Han Period the Li-chi 
in forty-nine volumes and the 'Pa-1'a·i Li-chi in eighty.,five volumes wBre 
not in existence ? · There 1nay be some who suspect that the Li-chi in 
one _hundred and thirty-one volmnes mentioned ir1 the I-wen~chi.li might 
be a combination of what were two series of bqoks- before, and although 
the I-wen-chih does refer to the combined volumes only, there might 

. . 

have been two kinds of Di-chi in existence and in use in those days. 
·However, the doubt can be readily settled by pointing out the fact that 

1) It must be noted, however, that not an the quotations on Yo beginning with 
'the Li-chi says' in the chapter of the Li-yo can be· taken to have been derived from 
the Yo-chi, because Yo· or music was also treated in some volume or other contained in 
the Li-chi. 
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the' Li7chi. in forty-nine volumes. coiitains . a · portion of the Yo-chi. 
According to Cheng'.t; Catalogiie #B f=f ii quoted:. in the Li-chi cheng.,.i, 
the: portion of the Yo-chi that is contained in the existent L1.'.-chi 
itidudes eleven. volumes derived from the, Yo-chi.-i1i twenty-three volumes . 
. rhese.·twenty-three volumes are not included, a.s has, been.· pointed out 
above, in: the Li-chi i~ one huridr'ed. and· th;i:rty~ three volmnes. Moreover 
.if ·we :follow'. thesiew 9f· the J.:.1veri,;-chih~ ·-which ·says:·· "Warig·Yrr:·.'..~ .. 
presented t_p.e Emperor (Emperor Cl:i/~ng-ti} witli. the Chi in twer1ty;.four 
yoluines. · It .·was different from,th·e\1,Y'O':.chi. ili twei:ity.,three volumes· that 
was discovered'. by Ln.j HsrANG ,.JU:~,; when he: was/ collating books,'-" th:e 
l"/J:.chi in Jwent.y-three :volurii:ek)·•Vifas .. ·hewly' 'discov·ered-hy LIU HSIANG 

-:when ·he:, was' collating books/ micI even: ·1f; it,'ni,ight.:hnve been edited 
Mfore the time of Lrii 1IsrANG; it:: co1:,ld/i1bt · have': been in wide use: in 
his days; . Further, seeing that the. Yo1cM, hi ;twer1ty-three ·volumes was 
'.found left as- a coinpl~te single:book by' Ln}HsrANG,. itis· quite inipro
hable. that only a portion of· the ; book could have · bee1i in wide use 
before the days of Lni HsrANG. • Therefore, ·. our co11clusion is that the 
volume' of the Yo-chri as found in . the· ·existent L,i;.chi must have been 
derived from the Yo-chi ir1 twer1ty-three' voluines, out of which eleven 
volmnes were selected and made· into 'One volume to'be in.eluded as. such 
in. the Li,..chi in forty-nine volt1riies.1

i It . se-en1s noteworthy ir1 >this 
. ' 

connection that while the 'Pa-Tai'L:ric.chi coritains some ·chapters the same 
,as the K'ung-:-tzu-t-Jan-chao-cli·i. 1L ~ :::;;¥JJ ~2., the · I~'wen-chih . treats the 
K'ung~tz17-san-chao-chi ·under the section of the Diwi-yu We ~g: separate 
from .the Li-:-chi in one hundred and, thirty-one volumes. The case is 
d:ifferent, however, from that in .. the cJassi:fication of.· the Six Arts, in 
wliich the L'i and the Yo are distinguished from each other in separate 
departments, or are usually held to• stand ,in contrast to each other. 

1) Of the passages ·of the Yo-ch.f th~t are quoted by the Po~hu-t'ung, there are some 
fopnd in the Yo-chi included in the existent Jfi-clii, such as the Chapters of the She-chi, 
and the Feng-k-ung-hou, and some that are not, as the Li-yo. Those passages that are 
not found in the existent Li-chi, were probably derived f~om some volume or other among 

. the twelve volumes of the. Yo-chi that were not. included in the .existent Li-chi, when it 
was edited. Seen in this light, it :rs clear- that; the Yo-chi as, referred to by the Po
hu~t'~mg js the Yo-chi in twenty-three volumes, and does not exact,ly correspond to . the 
volume of the Yo-cll'i in the existent Li-chi. 



It .is·. po.ssible on the contra1;y to infer, that some volumes of the lCun g

tz?:-s_an-chao-chi were taken into the Ta,.,..Tai Li-chi,.while the K'ung-tzi7,. 

san-:chao~chi was· kept. intact iii its origi.naL fo!m arid ·co:htinued to exist 

as an independent book. , If so,_ the case of. the .11<:i"' '.foi Di-chi: and the 

K'iing-tzu-sa,n-chao~chi cannot. mi10h. affect' our i above coriside'rat'ion .. 

. There are,.some statements ·met with, however, _that(stand ·iii the 

_ :way_ .. of ':our.-acceptance of• ·the h1therto·--inferehce. The --Bdu-Han:.~shu, 

Oh'iao.,.Hsua,n.'"'chua'iti. iffi. Jl:; 1t. says::.-''· Oh'iao Jen fl 1::::,.-the· forefathe~ of: the 

.~eve'ri.th- geHeration of. Oli1iao. Hsii.an: .. ,. : follo~e~:the. tea9hings.of Tai. Te, 

arid-wrote the 'Li-chi.:'chang-:chuyfff.~2: jffJil ifr .forty,.nine volumes;-~·<Jen?s 
• ,! '' ' ·• • ' 

t~achings were .. calledi -by:· the. name: of Mh·.Ghiao'·s ·doctriri:~B;'' ·.· T:hE;re js , 

much'':likelifiood that-.ihe L·i~chi, he.re .. ment:foried.-1r'efe:rs- fothe.·Li-..ch'i fo 
'fortyi:ninevolurn:esL ... ')'! ,; ' 

The: Li~cl~i chf11-g~i, section on:·."the 1 •.lfo~'ch:i.·:, · .. " 'Phe, .. Pieh.,liZ Z!Jlf 
. . 

says-, the .•Li-ch-i has forty":nine volumes,'.- and· the''. Yo-chi ;'donstitutes ·the ' 

',I}ir1eieenth;- v6hime;!\' 

Tlie Ohing.,tien shih-iuin : -"Lrd · HsIANG:'s ·· P.ieh'-lu,. lists forty-tJ.ine 

vohirnes, the arrangerhent of which is the same as in-the existeniLi-chi."_ 

In t~ie PEr. SuNG-dHrn' s ~ if~ Z note on· the Oh' in~ JJ1 i-chiian. * ~ fltt. of' 

theShu,-chih :JilJ;'rt :· . "L:iu HsrANG's Oh'i-liao ±; fll}1
> says, 'Confucius had 

.audience of Prince ·.Ai~ 0 three times, and wrote the San~chcw-chi in 

seven volmnes,·whicµ ~re contained: in the pre·sent ''Pa-/foi Li.'." 

The Shih-chi so-yin J:Jq2. * ~,- lVii-,ti' pen::.chi 1i. 1if: *- *c. : " The 

Pieh-l·u flays; 'Qonf~cius had audience of Prince Ai of Lu ~·& 0, three 

tim~s at which he was asked. his opfnions about politics. Afte:i: with

drawi~gfrom the· presence of the: Prince, he wrote this. book, which 

hence was called the S~n;.chao-chi or Record of Three Audiences. It 

c~nsists of seven volumes; all of- which. were· later included in the ·Ta

TalLi '." From these statemehts,it seems.necessary .tci' conclude that the 

· Li-chi in .forty-nine volumes and the 'Pa-Tai Li-chi must have already 

existed ..in .the .. ··aays"respectively of_ Ch'iao Jen, follower of _ Tai Te, 

1) Seeing that the Ch'i-U.lio is ~ntitled the Lru HsrANG's Ch'i-liao, it probably refers 
to the P.ieh-lu. The difference that is found. in the use of words. between the note of 
the. Shu-chih and that of the 8hih~chi.so-yin, is due to the carelessness on the part of 
those who copied from the o:iginal texts. 
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and of Lru HsIANG in the. declining clays of the Former Han Dynasty.1> 
There are, however,.·some difficulties met in taking this view. Firstly, 
the name of Oh'iao Jen appears ir1 the Jn-lin-chiian, as "Hsiao-TELi taught 
Oh'iao Jeri of Liang ~- ... HeIJ.ee. Oh'iao-shih's division in the_· school of 
Hsiao-Tai~" The teachings of Oh'iao-shih represeilt"the teachings- on the 
I-li. by a sub-division of the Hsiao~Tai school, but no mention· _is made 
in the Jl(;.,.lin . .,.chnah.of .Oh'.iao-shih having written_.the· Li--chi chang-chu 
in forty""_nine volumes. That po mention is made of it in the -Jv,-lin-
clw,an .does not·· necessarily .prove .that Oh'iao,,shih did not. write the book, 
but-taken -into, account with- the -fact-that 110 reference. to ·- the Li.,chi 
chang;.;c/W :is given in·.the J.,wen;.;chih, _:the circumstances: make it suscep'
tible of the belief that such book did not exrst at the close of the Former 
Han Period .. It cannot be known now from what source the writer· of 
the Hou-Han-sh1t obtained _the iriformati_on, but supposing the statemf:mt 

' was derived from the family oLOh'iao IIsii.an; theri it must be born.in 
mind that Oh'iao Hsu.an was a contemporary of Lu Ohih and Cheng, 
Hsii.an, commentators on the Li-chi ir1 forty-nine volumes, and that the 
same .. Di-chi had iii · those days. already been known as. the . work· of 

. . 

Hsiao-Tai. Secondly, in connection with .the. Li-~hi in forty-nine v9lumes 
the· abov~ consideration .of ours oh the Yo-chi ni'ust be -recalled here. 
That is, if the volume of the Yo 0 chiin the Li-chi iri forty-nine volumes 
was a part of the Yo~chi in twenty-three volumes that was believed to . . . 

have been. newly discovered by .Liu: Hsiang, it cannot be tha.t'.the Yo-chi . ~ . . 

had already been included as a part of the Li-chi in those days. It is 
. . . 

inconceivable therefore.that Liu. Hsiang, referring to the Yo~chi, could 
observe t~atit formed the nineteentl).- volume of the Li-chi_ in forty-nine 
volumes. Further, if the above is inconceivable, it is also incon,ceivable 
that Liu Hsiangkne'Y of the Li:.ch1, it1 forty-nine volumes. The· Li
chi cheng--i, in referring to each of the forty-nine volumes, indicates to 
which· section in the classification of the Pieh-lii each volume belongs, 
q~~ting, ir1 connection with the volume Sci,ng1u-:-ss·u-chih ~ r11iz fm i1¥IJ, 

1) It is remarkable that the not,e3 of the Shii-chih and of the Shih-chi .<so-yin do 
not mention the Ta-Tai Li-chi but the Ta-Tai Li. However; the _Tct~Tai Li in this case 
means, as will be made clear, the Ta-Tai L'i-chi. 
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the Cheng 1nil;.z.n or the Cheng'S" O'atalogiie, which says: "This volume 
(the Sari_qjn swi1-ch-ih), according to what is called ; the Ohit1-shuo or 
the. older theory in the Pieh-lit, belongs to the Sangju. 1

) -IIoW:ever, 
if there existed in the days· of Cheng Hsuan m;iy' such thing as the 

' Ohiu-shuo ' in the Pieh-Zii, is there not some room for. suspe~ting the 
truth of the view that the statement in what was called the Pieh-l·u was 
:written by Lm HsrANG? For it can not b~ that the (original) P,ieh-lit 
contained what is called• the Ghiu-shuo ;· hence the Pieh-l11t containing 
_the Ghiu~sh·uo coulcl not pmperly be the original Pieh~l'll:. It is diffic1:1lt 

· · to beli~ve therefore the validitf of the statement th~t.;those passages of 

the Pieh-lw given above were written by Liu Hsiang,. If ·such. is the 
case with.the Li-chi in forty~nine volumes, the. same · observations can, I 
believr, be· properly applied to the case of the. 'Pa- ~1ai L 1i-:chi., The only 
difficulty .with this asstunption is that no posWve proof can. be obtained 
from what was calleq. the text of the P 1ieh-lidtse~Uor refuting the theory 
attributing this remark in the Pieh-lu to Liu Hsiang. 

Th~ cr11c1al point of the question 1n· general, however, is· why -the 
1-wen .. ;h·ih does not contain the ·same statement as in the Pieh-lu. It 

- . ·. : . . ' , 

should rather· be. decided· from the examination of this .qllestion whether 
those statements in the Pieh-lii vVere written by Lrn HsrANG . or. not-. 
The .'I~wen-cliih was written as the sumtnary of the Oh'i~lfoo which 

1) ·The remark in the Sang-Ju-.ss·u~chih~p'ien of the CMng-tien shih-wen, '' '.rhe Pieh-lu 
belongs to the Sttng-li," yvas also probably t.1.l{en from CHENG HstfA.N's Mu Lti, the two 
words Chiu-shuo having apparently' beeI1 omittE;Jd from ·the_ title. There are very few 
cases when Lu 'fi:-MING ~ ffi HJ[ follows the classifica,tion by tp.e Pieh~lu, of the contents 
of the' Li-chi,· and th~re are, besides .the above 8angju-ssi7-cliili-p'ien; only three volumes, 
inciuding the T'ou~Trn jX. '.fili,. the Hsicmg yin-chiu-·i .. ~~~ tJf( Yi]lj ~ •. ·and the Bhii M ~' in 
which he adopts such classification. Seeing that the olassificat,ion of the volume of the 
T'on-hu was ev1dently derived from OH~NG HsUAN, there i$ reason enough to believe that 
he. follows. the same· author in the classification of the other three rnlumes.· As to the 
Cheng-i, which records the classification of all the volumes of the ii-eh~·, ·it is hard to 
decide whether the classification. was t'.:1.ken from CR:ENG . HsuAN or directly from. t,he 
Pieh~lu, but in view of the circumstances that the editor of the Cheng-i adopts always 
the explanat01·y notes that aTe found in the Ching mic-lu, · and then pi·oceeds to the 
classification, and that particularly in the case of the Ch'ii-li, the T'an-kung, and the 
Wnng-chih, the ~lassification preceeds the remarks of the editor of the Chen.g-i, it 

0

is most 
probable that the nomenclature of the volumes in the Cheng-i was not directly derived 
from the P.ieh-lu. It cannot be decided now whether the Pi~h-lu as found in the T'ang 
Period contained these records or not. 



Lru Hsrn ilJtm ~addressed to Emperor Ai-ti a 1if (whose regime laste<l 
dt1ring 6_:_f B.O.) and· -which was the consummatioi:t of the work first 
-started by. LnJ HsIANG at the.connnar~d ,0£,··Eni:peror Oheng'..ti ~ * (whose 
regime :was -n-7 B.0.).: It is no:source of s'urpris·e, therefore, that the 
dj,>t-liao rilight contain some differences from the work of tru HsrANG'. 
But -the: differences should reasonably e•xist, we ar.e ir1clined, to' believe, 
in additions, :hnprovements,ror- ·corrections to make upfor the defects2in 
'.the ·explanatory nqtes or:regarding the manner of :Classification, ·-and 11.ot 
fo erasing the' names of the volumes whjqh·: Lm _HSIA.NG hiinself· h:id 
'recorded t'l:s: exi$tent '1n· ·uis days,. ar1d· which: :continued- to: e:x:ist>dow1~ to 
the 'days of'the reyise:r:. Therefore it.is possible'thafwhat is not recorded 
1:nftne wor]p of· Liu HsIA~a; may- be:, found. in. the, 1,wen_:-chih(hut the 
revers~ '·is an irnpo'.ssibil:ity.: SU:ppose that the·Plehc.lii, as it is/W{:LS }us't 
:whit: was 'written and _ left . behind. by Lru HsrANG, it is- ·difficult to 
ui1dersfand' why·the Li-chiihforty-nine'volumes and the· Ta:-Tai Li-chi, 
both of which are.recorded" in ·the Piel-i-lu, are not referied to in the 
-I~wen~ehif ,-.S_eeing:· that the Li-chi in one ,ht1ndred -and tJJ.irty-one 
vol~1m,eS' and the Yo'~chi in twerity-threevolunies,:that are mentioned in 
the I-iuen-chih, _ are respectively· the nai:ries. of. the series -of books, as was 
pointed otit~ above, and the L 1i-dii, in forty:..nine volumes and the Ta-Tai, 
Li.;.chi in eighty-five volum.es also should be regarded ir.1. the· same light, 
and .. the Li-qhi. in fol'ty-nin_e volumes COf1fains a part of the Yo-chi,Eof 
theI-wt:1?-chih,thefirst tw,o series of book~sJ:rnuldbe regarded as diff~rent 

. frori1 the second _two series of books. From this star1dpoint, I do not
hesita.te to declare that.the statemerits quoted from the•_fieh'-lii are additio~1s 
,by later writers; It should · be -- borne in mirid -that especialiy the re!ilarks 
r~garding the ta~Tai- Li-chi, ~uch as' lt is nowi:ncluded in the Ta~:Tai [,ii' 
or 'It is all included in the 'Ta-Tai Li ' are of the nature of marginar'notes, 
and the u~e or the simpler form 'the 'Ta-Tai Li' inst~ad of.' the Ta-Ta-i 
Li-chi,' also seems ir.i. favour 9f such an interpretation by us; For, as 
.the. expression ' the 'Pa- :L1ai Li' meant or1ginally the teachings or inter
pretations on the I-li of the Ta-Tai school or their texts of the 1-l·i, it 
fa more likely that if th_e expressiqn was used in the days of LIU HSIANG, 

it would have been used in this sense. I_t seems likely that those remarks 
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were added, in the days when the K\ing-tzi1 san-chao-chi was still in 

existence, ~to the sectio'.n on the 8an-chao-ch-i ih the Pieh-lu, · by some 

writer who- had noticed the existence of a sirnilar .cha1)ter in -the.~o..,called 

Ta-.Tai Li-chi, and later came. to be blended.with the text iiseJf. · As· to 
the remarks. of the kind about· the Li-chi in forty~nine.)volunies; · which 

are rather complicated, they might i1ave ·been added on:purpose ·,.by so:1.ne 

one; . The date cannot be .'.ascertained· when these ·. additipris,, w·ere. made', 

but they , may pos_si bly belong. to:'\sdme. consid<?rably ,· later ·p~riod. -·: ,.As to 
1the classification of the· forty..,11:ine volumes, ii ·the. claisification attenipted 

had .been cohfined--to ~he,'forty<-:11in(fvolumes·, only,-• it:should havw-bee11 

cregarded ~s- havtr1g: been: done·'before·the#rneof CHENG '.HsuAN,:::b,y,t\in 

this.·case it is_•possible:·to·s).1ppos·e ·tl1:~t .the'classification·was dorie. not ,in 

colinection with the Li-.chi· in . forty-nine :volumes; but the- ·Ei,.chi iri 

bne hundrea ,and thirt:f-one volume~, OI.i:ENG' HsuiN.·singling?fotty-niiie 

voltnnes· out of them .to.be classified· ... The pa.ssage·inthe Pich'"l1uJori the 

Wang-tu-chi, .which is qu_oted; in .the Li,.chi•, cheng-i, the Tsa-chi·, can 

be· estab~ished to have been. a pm:tiofr of the Li~ch'i·' in one· hur1dred, anq. 

thirty-one volumes, .because the Wang~tn-chi is, as was•.pointed o'ut abo\re, 

referred to as the Li Wang-tii-:chi' in the Po-hu:-t' u,ng/-~evidence that the 

Pieh-Z.U contains a record on somethii1g that is not found ·aniong 'the 

forty-nine volumes. Accordir1g to the Lru HsIANG's Ch'i~lii1 :.U ~ (which 

. was probably' the Pieh-lii ZIJ {frife) quoted in the Bhih-chi s;-yin, the Feng
ch'at1.-8hii MITT,:fi=, "ainong the works that were written. at comma·nd of 

Emperor We.n-ti >C *, were the vohimes of the Pen-chih * ili!J, P1ing-chih 

J~ iliU,- and the Fur:.chih HI¾ m!J," an:d the,· two volumes . of the , Ping-chih 

and· the Fu,-:-chih at least are riot identical with the volt.une of: the 

Wang-chih among .the .forty,.nine volumes, beirig apparently written 

contemporaneously with the. latter. These volumes also might have 

,been includ~d among the one hundred and thirty-one volumes. Agaii1 

according to. the Ohe·ng-i', the Pieh,.fo must 'have contained· the names 

of the volumes of the Yo-chi in. twenty-three volumes, which surely do 

not correspond, it is clear, to the . volume of- the Yo-chi in the Li-chi 

:in forty-nine '.volumes. From these circumstarices, is -it not reasonable 

-to infer that the p:ieh-ltt did contain. the na,m·es of the -volumes of the 
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Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes? Seen in this light, the 
above inference of ours is not i~1wossible, except for the onl}'." difficulty 
with this interpretation to be met in understariding the existence of the 
'Chiu-shuo.' Therefore, we could ·not push the above interpretation of 
o:urs too far, but nevertheless the remarJrn we noticed above in the 
Pielt'"lu are not a proof at any rate that the Pieh,.lu ·as originally left 

· by LIU HsrANG, contained the record of the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes. 
Let me produce· here, by way·of st:rengthen1ng iny argument, so:rile 

!nore instances in the Pieh-lu, wherein that which was added by-later 
writers can be clearly pointed out. Th<3 <Pieh,.lu quoted in the 'Pso-cluian 
cheng.:.i. 1r.1t. lE ~ in connection 'Yith T'u Yu'~ if:± ffi preface; contains 
the historical account oi the teachings· of- the Tso~chirn71:- as. inherited from 
Tso CH'rn-Mrn:G :tr.J:c l:!Jl .to CHANG Ts'ANG ~lt;f,. contradicting the view 

. of the I-wen,-chih, which say$ 6f Tso· Cn'rn:.MING that afraid of persecution 
. by the authorities, he kept his writings concealed. from· the public, 

without trying -to transmit his teachings t9 posterity. The theory e;x:
poundecl in the I-:wfo-chih is based upon. the remark on the . Tso-shih 
ch'-un-ch'iiu tI. _Bc *:¥;!( in the ·preface· to the .. Shih-erh-ch-u-hoii ·nien-piao 

· + - ffi 1* 5P * or the Chronological· Table of_the Twelve Princes in the 
Shih-chi, which being applied to the Tso~chuan, was developed, it can 
be seen, into the present form of the theory. H we take into account 
the remark in .. thfa 1-w~n-ch·ih as if ,Tso Cn'rn~MI~G himself took .partjn 
:the -writing of the Oh''iin'"ch'i·u, and tl:ie fact -- tl;tat, - as his· yvritings were 
ui1known to scholars, the Oomrrientaries .. ·by-KuNG-Y.ANG ¾~ and Ku-

- ' 

' LIANG -fit_~ and others came to appear,although Tso Ga'IU~MING was the 
or11y· one that grasped the real spirifo:f the Confucian teachings,..,=.-a view 
conforming to that o_f Lrn Hsrn in· the L·iu-Hsin-chiian of the IIan-sh-ii 

', . . . . . . .,. 

in trying to exalt the dignity of the 'Tso-shih-chiian 1i. ~ 1t, the ab~ve 
view of .the I-wen-chih must be a later fabrication added by Lru Hsrn·, 
author of the Ch'i-liao. The theory also that the writings of Tso OH'rn.., 
MING were kept concealed from the public, is likely to have bee~1 copied 
:from the view in the Liu-I-Isin-chuan that the so,.called 'Tso'"shih-chuan 
it1 old characters, which is said to have been recovered from the old 
home of Confucius; was kept concealed from the public in the Pi-fu f~ Jf-f 
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or the library in the Imperial Palace. The stateinent of the I-we1i-chih. 
corresponds to the above theory of the recovery of the 'Pso-shih-chuan 
in old characters in the Liii-Hsin~chiu'm. Then we have reason to assume 
that the view of· the I-wen-cliih preceded. the appearance of the view of 
the Pieh-lu. For ifr the first place, the remark that' Tso-CH'ru-MING 
kept his writings secret, corresponds to the statement that his writings 
were recovered· after having been ·long kept ·concealed from the world. 
If any theory had been current that there was some scho6f continuously 
in existence since, and following, Tso CH'ru-MING, :regarding his ' 'Pso~ 
chuan,' no such opinion as the above would. have made its appearance.· 
Further if. we take into consideration that it would have had the best 
advertising effect to label the riewly-written Tso-sh,ih~chuan as a book that 
had been written in oJd characters, and had been kept concealed from 
th~ public, we ought to . see that the view of the I-wen-chih prece~ed 
the · so-called view of the Pieh-lu, . . The view of.· the Pieh-lu might not 
have beeri directly derived from Lru Hsrn, becaus~ the I-wen-chih, ·which 
was based upon the view of Lru Hsrn, is found to contain a view 
different from that in the Pieh-l1,i. However, if not Lw Hsrn himself; 
some scholar of hi~ school Illight I?-ave had something to do with the , . 
view in the Pieh-lu, as can be inferred in the following way. The 
appearanee in the Pieh-Z.U ofthe names of To SHu ~ *-hX and Yu CH'TNG . 
~ ~~p as belonging to the school of the Tso-shih-:chuan may be regarded 
as far-fetched deriyation from the appearanc~ of their names,in ~onnec:: 
tion with the Oh'un-oh'iu, in the· preface to the Olirono1o9~c~l · T~ble,. of 
the Twelve Princes, where- the names of HsuN Cg'g-m 7/fi ~~P, and CHANG 
T'sANG·' ~ i:, t~o, are found,~a situa·tio1;1 :whereinthe view of the Pieh-lii 
(where me.ntion is mad~. of. Ohang:1;~s[t?-g; .. a noted astrologist) is shown 
to be related to the astrologi~a.l,jµterpret2ition'of · the Oh'iin-ch'iu by 

Lrn Hsrn found in the Hci11>-shi~, Lu-li-chih ~ ~. ~-
However,. the I-wen-chih does not contain the name of the· Ku-wen 

'Tso-shih-chuan 1i 3t 1i Ex: 1f, but ·the Oh'un-ch'iii-ku-ching ~ life tit~ iri 
distinction from the two texts of Kung-yang attd Ku-liang, apparently 
treating Tso Ca'rn-MING's Ching or text as being written in old characters. 
It might possibly be meant that _together with the Ching in old charact~rs 

• l • 
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the Ohuari in old characters was discovered, but inferring from the 
situatiqn that there is no reference to the Chiinn or Commentary found, 
it is likely that the theory of the existenc!3 of the OJtuan in old characters 
came to assume the form of the existence ,of the Ching i4 old characters . 

. In view of the fact, however, that. such a view presents itself in the 
T:-wen-rhih which is believed to have been based upon Lrn Hsrn's" Ch'i

liao, it is possiblEl that Lrn Hsrn himself might not have strictly held
to the view of regarding the 'J;cw-shih-clman as being written in old chara.:. 
ct~rs: The existence. of so many divergent opinions 1:tnd theories, all 
l:trbitrarily presented re~arding the matter, indicate that all those views 
were not based upqn actual facts but simply fabrications. . Further, if. the 
view presented· ~n. the: Pi~h-lii made its appearance later than that of the 
I~wen~chi7i, as. was pointed out apoye, it is clear that the view quoted, 

in. tlie 'Tso-chuan r:heng-i, ·as the view ofthe Pieh.,.lu, does noy represent 
the view of the real. Pieh-fo. That. the appear~nce of the above vi"ew 
ofthe Pieh-l-ii most likely preceded the appearance of the IIan-shii, can 

' ·- ' 

be friferred. from the fact· that CHANG T'sANG of the mm period is 
r·eferred to, first of all the scholars of the school, in the 1-Ian-shii, Jii
lin'-chtt.cin, where it traces the ·develop1ne.t1t of t.he teachings of the. Tso
shih-chuan,-a passage which reminds us of its having been most probably 
copied from the · passage immediately succeeding the one that . was .. 
quoted; in the Cheng~i,,. as the view of the Pieh-li6. The· remark in the 

Ho-chien-hs·ien-1-uang-chu-cin M Ff=I~ llt.=E ·fJ!l. rl3garding the Tso-shih'-chuan 
was probably writter1 conformably to the. state,nent in the Jii-lin-ch:uan. 

Judging frorp: the, gep.eral: tone of the J-Isien-wcing:.ch-i1,an, the 'l'sp-shih
chuan referred-to·there may possibly be regarded as having l;een written 

in old characters, but w0 believe it had better be treated as above, because . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' \ 

the name of the 1so-shih-c(l,'ll-an is not found among- Hs.ien'-wang's 
collection of classical texts and comme11taries in old chracters. It will 
be discussed more in detail how, the 'Pso-shih-chuan._,came- to _assume the 
present form at the close· ot the Former H~tt Period, and, let it s:uffice 

here to co:nqlude that the above statements in the Pieh""lii, together with 
the remarks regarding·the chrohological description of the teachings of tAe 
school of the T'so-sfi.ih-chuan, are ·pure fabrications, and- could never have 
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been written by Lru HsIANG, being additions by some later writers. The• 

remarks in the Pieh-li1, con~erning the Li-chi in fprty-nine volumes 

must also be regarded in the same light. 

Hit is ·granted that, in the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes and the 

11ac. Tni L-1:-chi, . there are many volumes corresponding to some volume or 

other in the Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes, to find 'even 

roughly the time when the latter came to be widely ·known, will funiish 

important material for decidh.1.g .if the two TAI' had anything to· do •With 
. . 

the editing of. the forrµer ·two seti<3s of books." · .. In referring·to the occasion 

when. Prince· Kung-Wang 5.1*.:E of Lt1 ~- destroyed· the old house of 

Oonf~cius, the ]~iuen-chih, in its section on the Sha.iig-shii ·~I=, re1narks :' 

'' They obta,ined the Shang-shv,, the L·i:'chi,the Lun-'fju fmr fifr, the Hsiao
chli,ng ~ r~, scorE,)s of volumes in all, that were ~]l written in old characters.". 
~t iS not evident which Li-:chi is referred,-to in this remark, but it will 

be.proper to assume it to be the Li-chi ~n one hundred· and, thirt.y-on~ 

volumes, seeing that no two k.inds of. the. 'L,·i-chi are mentioned in 
the Ivwe-1i-chp1,; Now let .it be granted that the Li:.chijn .. o·I1e ·hundred 

and thirty-one yolumes . was thu~ recoverecl and foundo:written in old 

characters. The Hcm":shu, {-Io-ch'fon,-hsie•n-wang.:.chuan says; however : 

'' The books that Hsien'"w.ang obtainedare all written in old characte.rs/> 

and include such volumes _as th,e old books of the Pre;Oh'in PE.Jriod, theO/wti-. 
k~ia:n; m 'jg', the Shang-shn, -~he Li,,.the,Li'-qhi, the -lJ:Iencius ~r, the Lcwtze 
~ -=f-. arid: .others.:> They are all classical t,e:x:ts, commeµtaries and si.milar . . ~ . 

miscellany, and comprise the views of th,.e. seventy. Confucian· d,isciple_s;'' . . . . ' . 

According tot4is statement, the qollectiori Hqc.chien-hsien-wang obtained 

included .the Ohou-kuan, the. I-li,. and the Li-chi, w:ritteµ in tlie -qld 
form of characters .. Tfrn remark in the i-Ian-shu, Ho-chien-hsien,::,,wang.:. 
cliuan is .not detailed. enough to ~nake clear the contents·.of the Li7chf; 

but it must be noticed that the bqok was anyhow called by the name 

.1) The term. Ku-w~n ''tt· 3t' was sometimes apparently used in the sense ofKu-shu 
': tf ff' or ancient· w1·itings, as in the case of the eulogy in the Shih-eh·;, W-u-ti-pen-ch:i, 
or 'in the .Han-~hu, Mei1u~ chuan; The expressio:il here, however, is believed to have been 
useq)n the urdinary sense o! 't,he old form of char:.icters,' siµce it is i.mmedi~t,ely followed 
by the words, '(they include) the old writings of, the Pre-OlJ.'in Period.' indicating thereby 
that the te;m· in question here should be understoo-:l' fo a sense different fr~m that of 
old . writings. 
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of the Li-chi, and \vrittet1 iri the old forni of characters. No reference 
is given:, however,' to Ho-chien-hsien-wang, in the l~weri-chih in the 
section of Li-chi ; nor is there any remark found that the Di-chi was 
written in the old forro.. of characters. The I-wen-chih simply says that 
the I-li in old characters 'was obtained from yen-chung _mt 1+1 of Lu and 
the old home of Confucius. The Liu;.F[sin-chitafr also simply remarks 
that the the· I-li written in the old form. of character-s was dfacovered 
in the old house of Confucius, without mentioning Ho~chien-hsien-wang 
or the r1ame of the K1.1,:-wgn Li-chi 1i Jt jffl ~c.' or the Li.;.cM, inold characters. 
The preface to the Dhing~tien Bhih-wen says in ref.erring to the •Li : 
'.' The Lru · HsrANG's Aeh:-lu says .that there ~re 204 volumes of Oki in 
old· characters.''. If this remark was written by Lru HsrANG, it .is hard 
to· understand which volumes were meant here,· or how they "':Vere related 
to the one hundred and thirty-one-volumes mentioned by the I-wen-:chih, 
but it being hardly conceivable that there were, besides the one hm1dred 
and thirty-one volumes, so many volumes witl?otit their being mentioned 
by the I-wen-chih, it would be proper' to regard the. one hundred and 
thirty'"one volumes> to have been in.chided among the two ·hundred arid 
f6ur volumes. If so,· it would be t~ntamount to admitting that·here is 
another statement in existence to the effect that the one hundred and 

. thirty~one-volumes i:ri question wer1p written iri. the old forih of characters. 
It 1m~st be· noticed, howe;er, · that the T-wen~chih does not have any such 
staterne'nt, nor does it cori.tai17- any record of volumes other than the one 
li.undred and thirty-one volumes. Th1is there are divergent versior{s about 
the manner .of the, appearance of the Li-chi·. But it is ;clearly -inco:n
cei.;a ble that there existed several Li~chi with different contents, since 

. the· Li:.chi must be regarded, in the period from the end 'of the Fornier 
Han Period to ·the beginning of the Later Han Period, as the genei·al 
nan;e for a definite series of volumes. If 'the individual volumes of the 
series had been discovered separately, and treated as separate, independent 

. volumes, then they would not have been called equaily by .. the name of 
·the Li-chi. What was called 'Chi' was often appended to the 1-li, as 
in the volume of the 8hiJi-kuan-li ± ~ fff, which contains some entirely 
identical passages as the volume of the Ohiao-te-sheng :Se~ lr-# ~i (which 
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volume is· found included_in the existent Li;.chi); and in the Wen-w-ang
shiJi-tzi'i .5(i ift ~ and the Chi-t'ung_ ~ fif, · (both of which' also a.re four1.cl -
in the existent· Li.-chi)° c011taining quotations fro;m the Chi. · There· is 
reason to believe "that it was somethiii.g of micellaneous nature, different 
.from the -texts of ·the I-li arid its comme:ntaries, but still treating of Li. 
The Li--chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes must have. contained . . . ' .·•· . 

$Ome ·such. books as might be called ' chi ' in this sense, but that the 
whole thing ccnild not ht!ive been of such nature, ' bah be inferred from 
th~ contents of the existent Li:-chi and the Ta-Tai Li-chi: The L'i.~chi 
as : a proper name is ineant to be the general n_ame for a series of 
voiu.111.es.1

) Therefore, the - remarks in the section of the·. Shang-shu in 
ti-:i:e i.I-iueri>chih and. in the 1.Io-chien-hsien;..iuang-chiian, 1nust be regarded 
as tyv.o different attempts to explairl' the appearance of one and· the· ·same 
Li;.chi.· (Of. the example of the Tso-chv,an, a~ove.) 

The important thing to note; however, is that there a.tfaches much 
doubt to the· truth of these stories. To conch1de that they are -only 
unworthy stories or :fabrications, it is rlecessary only to take into account 
the foilowing facts: that 'the lege1id of the .. discov~ry and. collection of 
the :writings in. old characters _at the old house:of Confucius is :not found 

' ' ' ~- ' 

in the Shih-chi, in its chapters of Kimg-wmig-chuan ~ ::E fl .and of I-frien-
wa.11,g;.chiicin, but makes its appearance for the> first time in· the Han-shti; 
that:·the Han~sh'l.1,, Kung-wang:..chuan, cmitains'the·.story that musjc was 
heard on the occasioi1. wher1 they destroyed the the old house of Confucius, 
~a clear: fabrication; that in its Kung-wang-chuan, the Han-shu contains 
soni~ entirely identical passages as the Kung""iuang chuan of; the Shih-ch1:, 
but in the former the -pas8age-'' He loved to build palaces," makes its 
appearance- twice; once in the section, apparently copied from the Shih
chi, and repeatedly another section, -evider1ce - that · the· account was 
derived from some other source than the Shih-chi of some later date 
than the latter ; that Kung-wang, who accordirig· to· the Shih-chi ought 
to· have died in the sixth year of Yuan-kuang ft 71:- (129 B.C.) in the 

.1) The individual volumes of the series,-once the series is edited as such,-might 
be called by the name of the sei;ies, i.e. the L'i-chi. Bnt it is a case different from the 
above. 
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1 the old house of Confucius in the latter part of the- reign of the same 

Emperor; that the Shih:.chi contains a remark that only the Shang-shic 

in old characters was found in the house of the family of Confucius, no 

other old books being discovered, but does not contain any story of 

Kung-wang in connection with the book; that the Ohoir,-kuan, which 

was, according to the Han-Shu:, Ho-chien-hsien-wang-chiwn, discovered 

and collected along with the Li-cli:i, is clearly a work written in the 

latter part of the Former Han Period ; and that the ·story that the 

'Tso-shih 0-chuan had already been in . existence· has proved a' fabrication_. 

It is eviq.ence of their not being based upon facts, that two different versions 

. to· explain the appearance of one and : the. same Li-chi were produced, 

one being woven ·around the stqry of Kung-wailg's discovery of the 

writings irl old characters, and the other around the story of Hsien-wang's 

collection of the writings in: the oldform of characters. The books that 

were, in. the closing period of the. Fqrmer. Han Perrod, most widely. 

known as the classics written_in old characters, were the Sharig-shu and 

the I".'li,_ and it was around theS'e two bqoks that the a~ove mentioned 

legends of Princes· Kung-wang of Lu_ and Ho-chien".hsien-wang were. 

produced. Of the two- legends, that. of Hsien., wang. apparently was not 

so :widely spread· ils the. other, and also app~ared. later thaI1 the other, 

seeing tliat LIU. Hsrn said of th~ two books. simply . that they were· 

discovered fo th'3. old house of•· Confucius, and that the J-wen-chih's 

description was .~lmost t:q~ same as in the Lin-Hsiri-chv.,c,m except the slight 

addition. of the two ideographs '·yen-chung' :regarding the I-li. We are 

able to infer from the remarks in ·the Shih-chi that the legend of 

Kung-wang was apparently first produced around the Shang-:shu, and 

then the story regarding th(j I-li came. to be added to it. Further if it 

is taken into consideration that neither the :Jian-shv,, Jn-lin-chuan, nor 

the I-wen.,chih contains any account about the· manner in which the I-li 

in. old characters was transmitted, we can see that even the story of the 

discovery of the I-li in old characters itself came into existence towards 

the· end of the Former Harr Period; and the biographies of the scholars 

in the .Jru-lin-chuan were apparently based on the material that had 
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existed prior to the existence of any such story about .th'e I-li in old 
characters, .while the Recount at· the end of the chapter regarding the 
newly discovered I-li, and also the remark in the section of the Li in 
the 1-wen-chih, were most probably written after the -appearance of such 
leg~nds. Judging from the fact that the 1-we-n-chih mentions the name. 
of the Li-chi, but. not that of the_ I-li in old characters, in the section: 
on. the Shang-shu, the probability is that the story of Kung-wang had 
originally been told about· the discovery of the. Shang-shu, and later 
it came to be expanded. to include the Li-chi or the T-li, hence the 
appearance of the name of the Li-chi in connection with the legend of 
its discovery, in the 1--wen-chih, in the section of the S-ha11-g-shu, and of 
the. name of the I-.li, in the section of the Li as well as in the Liu~Hsin
chuan. The legends of Hsien-wang in connection with the Shih or the Book 
of Poetry and_ the Yo-chi in the I-weti-chih, the S!L'iJi in the J1.i-lin-chuan,. · 
and music in the Li-yo-8hih, are probably fabricatio~s based on the 
legerid that the prince loved. to. study Confucianism, to which later the
legend of his collection of the classical t~xt. and commentaries in old 
characters, came. to b~. attached. The story that Prince Kung-wang of 
Lu discovered the Tso-shih-chiian written in old characters, also is 
probably a later addition to the legend on the Shang-shii and the I-li--. 

That the legends on Kung-wang and Hsien-wang· regarding the 
Li-::hi in old characters are not· found in the section of .the Li of the 
I-iuen-chih or· in. the ·Lfo.,-Hsin-chiia·n, suggests that th_e. legends had:not 
yet been w1dely enough spread to be an accepted theory among literary 
circles at large, and were the product of some one's casual idea.· The 
latter part of ·the-Former Han Period saw many books written and falsely· 
attributed to. some ancient writers, and · stories were fabricated so as to 
make th<3 newly written books seem to be really old ones,-:-a phenomenon 
thg,t resulted from the :factitious competition among the scholars for the 
recognition by the public of the-:authenticity of their views, as well as· 
the desire of some scholars to outdo others by announcing some new 
theory.· It is quite possible that some old book.s were actually discovered. 
and Gollected, and the legends of the discovery and collection. cif the 
Sha·ng-shii and the I-li in old characters might have. been based upon 
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some such facts. In· the case of the Li-chi, however, there is no evidence 

found, nor is there rea_son enough, td b~lieve that it was discovered in 

any such manner. Consequently, the 1 :theory of the Pieh--lu quoted in 

the Ohing,.tien shih-wen describing the Li-chi in two hundred. and four 
volumes as being .written in the old f:6rm · of characters, is unfounded, 
and it is eyen doubtful whether the· quotation itself was, really. derived 

from , the. Pieh-lii. There is reasoi1 enough to believe . that even in the 

days' of Lru HsIANG there was only one kind of Li-chi in existence, and 

it ~as the one referred to- by· the J.-wen-chih. If the Ll-chi in one 
hundreq. and thirty-one volumes writte·n ir1 old characters had existed, 

it would_ have been mentioned by the 1-wen-chih, as was always: its· 

method, and further if there had. been any other Li-chi than the one 

in one hundred and thrity-one volumes, it shot1ld have been mentioned 
,there too~ but it was not. Seeing that -the I-wen-chih was based upor1 
the Ch'-i-liao of Lrn Hsrn, who. had been an ardent supporter of the

classics in old characters, it is -inconceivable that Lrn HsIANG, rather of 

Lrn Hsm could hRve· known of any such Li-chi writtE\n in old characters, 

in view of the want. of reference to it in. the 1-wen-'chih; The inference 
then is that this account, too, may properly be regar_ded as an addition 
by. some later writer. Probably there·· was not in existence any such 

thing as the Li ... 1:hi in old characters, in distinction from:_ the case of 

the Shang-S[l,'1"1, and what had been simply known as the Li-chi, came 

to be included, from somebody's casual idea, among the classical writings 

in old characters. 

The Shih·-wen contains the following·· remark,. just, following · a 

quotation from the Pieh-lu, as qu,oted from the Liu-i""luii A~ filt by 

CHENG Hsu AN: * 1l :JL J3Z: !t: i:p, 111J Ff,!~~ 3::, ti 3t nt 1£ -+· J\ Ni, ~2. ~ ==+·:-:--Fro, 
_ $.J_ff!tAh@, ;tl:-t·J:; Fro W. ~ ~ $. JiJi·• f&l; rrff ~-% -~~ The Li:.chi in one hund"" 
red and thirty-one yolun'_\es is not explicitly described here as being 

written in the· old form of characters; but from the· general tone, it. was 

probably im,.plied, although the passage is. too confused to admit of any 

definite interpretation. However, the Liu-i-liin~ as quoted at the begirm

ing of the Li-chi cheng~i nit ii:. lE ~ a11d also in the section of Pen-sang 
~ * in the Li;..chi cheng-i does not contain any such wo_rds as ' Ho-
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chien-hsien-wang,' 'the Chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes' and 
'the· Choii-li in six volumes.' The ·remark in the ShiJt-wen, as quoted 
from the Liu-i-l·un, must have been, therefore, an arbitrary addition, by 
smne later. 'Writer) based upon the legend -of Prince· Hd,,.chien-hsien-wang. 
Vie;ed from such an angle as that, . the account' in· the· Pieh-l'U., of the 
Li-chi in two_ hundred and four vohunes in old characters .may have 
s.omething · to do with· the followi11g words of 0.HEN SHAo's in his preface · 
to the Oho·u-li-l-iin as quoted by the· Shih-wen: 

" TAI Tm, collating the Kii'-l'i "ii Wt in two hundred and · four volumes, 
edited eighty-five volumes, which:are called the Ta-Ta·i L,i,. TAI SHENG, 
collating the Ta-'Pai Li, e?ited forty~nine_·volumes, which form the Hsiao::. 
Tai Li,"1

) 

and . is believed to · be a later addition. of the Six Dynasties Period. 
. . . I • . 

Thfo view on -the two TAI and their Li-chi is different from that 
in the Liii-f lii~n, but being probably based ori the latter, came into 
exititence after the 'J.1a., 'Pai Li had ceased to exist :in its o~iginal, co1nplete 
fortn. To regard· the 'Li-chi as having been writteii in th~ old form· of 
characters is not' consistent with: the: statemei1t that the two: TAI left the 
Ta-Tai Li-chi and the IIsiao:.Tai Li-chi behind, because the former has 
an underlying idea that the Li-clii in old charactershad not been widely 
spread, :while the latter View means that the two Li:..chi were spread by 

_.the two TAr. Although it was not ·conformable to the fact, the mention 
of the L_i-chi in . old chaiarjters toward the close of the Foriner Han 
Periocl may be taken as evidence. that the names of the · two .TAI had 11ot 
yet ro.ade their appearance in corniection with the two TA1's editions of 
the Di-chi. Ca:m~ SaAO's position, however, combines these two · views, 
_so that the appeararice of· his ,view was probably ·after the so-called Li-chi 
in old characters (which as a matter of fact did n:ot actually exist at all), 
had come to be urderstood only as a naihe. It" is not clear, however, why 
CHEN SHAO enumerated two hlindred a11d four volumes ii1stead of one· 
hundred and thirty-one volunies, and again whether his view preceded
that. of the later revision of the Pieh-lu. The view of the Sui-shu, 

1) The Ku-li, the Ta-Tai L-i, and the Hsic1,o-Tai L,i here referred to mean respectively 
the lfo-wen Li-chi or the Li-chi in old characters, the 'Pas Tai Li-chi and theHsfoo-Tai L'i-chi. 
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Ohirig-chi-chih may be regarded .as the combination and elaboration of 
the view of ·01-1:mN SHAO and that of ·the Liu-i- lmi with, as was pointed 
out above, later additions, and ·enumerates t;Vo hundred and fourtee~1 
volumes instead of two hundred and four, The Siii:-slm,, Ohing-chi-chih 
enumerates · two hundred and fourteen volumes, which includes one 
hundred and thirty volumBs said to have been presented to the Emperor 
by·Ho.:.chien-hsien-wang, thirty~three volumes of the JJ1.-ing-t'ang yin-yang.:. 
chi l'IJ! ~ [t- ~~ ~2', seven volumes of the Kung-tzu-sa1i-chao-chi, twenty-one -
volumes of the Wang-shih Shih-chi :£ ~ ~ ~c, and twenty-three volumes 
of the Yo.:.chi. The enumeration is probably theres-q.lt of picking up from 
the contents of'the J-wen-chih those volumes dealing w1tli li that were likely 
to have been related to some volume or other in the Li-chi or the Ta- 'Tai Li
.chi; adding the number to the one hundred and thirty-one volumes; and 
then .after failing to secure the nmnber ·of two hundred and four, faki:ng 
.one_ out of the-one hti.ndred and thirty.,one 'volumes; thereby obtaining the 
number of two hundred and_ fourteen volumes .. · As the result of having 
lifted one out of the one hundred and thirty-one volumes, the writer of the 
Sui-shu,, Ohing-chi-shih invented the theory that although Prrnce Ho
chien-hsieri-wang presented the Emperor with one hundred and thirtyo.. 
one· volumes, one· out of the . one hundred and .. · thirty:-one volumes was 
missir.ig at the time when Lrn HsrANG collated them; · It is also con
ceivable that the rmmber ,of the forty-six volumes of the Hsiao- rpa,i Li-chi, 
the original number of volumes enumerated by the S;ui-shu, rnjght have 
beer1 obtai~1ed by taking thirty-nine volumes,. which was e·quivalent to 
the number of the volumes of the. 'Pa-Tai Li-chi as it existed then, out 
of eighty-five· volumes, which was equivalent to the total number of 
the volumes of the 1'a-Tai Li-chi as giveri in the Liii-i-liin, coriforn:iably 
to the theory that the Hsiao- 'Pai' Li-chi was edited by expunging so:tne 
portion of the- Ta-Tai L 1i-chi. That is, this explanation tries to regard 
the number of the volumes· of the rpa .. 'l'ai Li-chi as were then existent, 
as the number of the volumes that had been expunged out of the larger 
series of the Tei- 'Pai Li-chi to sec1-ue the shorter series of the Hsiao-Tai 
Li-chi.1

) 

1) The remark that the Ta-Teti Li-chi probably contained thirty-nine volumes is only 
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It has been made clear, we believe, by the foregoing discussion that 

the Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes was not found· written 

in the old form of characters, and that Princes Kung-wang and Ho

chien-hsien-wang had nothing to do· with it, but the date when it began 

to be widely known must be· decided by 'inferring' the dates wheneach 

of the individual volumes_" composing the series of the Li•-chi in one 

hundred and thirty-011.e volmiies ·was written, and not o~herwise. Before 

. we. proceed, let it be take11 for granted, as has· been pointed out. above, 

that the best portion of. the Li-chi in f0rty:-nine. volumes and the Ta

Tai Li-chi . were first incJuded among the Li-chi in one· hundred and 

thirty-one volumes. Then if we take into account the volumes of the 

San-nien-wen-= 1f- rRi, the Li-san-pen lit=*,' and the Oh'uan-hsu~h i!J ~, 
that were all clearly derived from ·the Ilsun-tzi~ 7/:n :=f; the· volume of the 

Yueh-ling. f-J ½, which is nothing. but the Book of t]:ie: Shih~eth-yueh-chi 

. + = J=J *E, in the L'ii,-shih Ch'iin-ch'iii §Et~ ;¥.1( with 'slight modifications 

added; the ·volume of the TVang-chih, wnich from 'the remark in the 

Ffng-ch'an-shu i-j_ffl!J!=I= CBin be inferred to have been written in the reign 

of Emperor Wen-ti ! the volumes of the. Paoju· iijH.t and the Li:-ch'a 

mi~, which· were· partly derived' from the. work: of CHtA I w flit, there 

can be no doubt' that some. volumes of the .Li~chi were written in the 

latter part of the Chan-kuo: Period oi in the· begi:nning of the Han 

Period, .while there are some volumes that may properly be believed to 

have been written after the era ·of Emperor Wti.-ti, as . we can see from 

the examples of the volumes of the Tseng-tzv, 'T'ien-yuan it r x II, of 

which. a p9rtion was. taken from the lI'l.wi~nan-tzuti. Jff r, T'ien-wen

hsun X 3t im, and is attributed to_ Confucius; of the .I-pen-ming ~ * 11!J, 
a portion of wh~ch was derived from the· Huai-nan-tzu, Ohu·i-hsi-ng-hsun 

an inference on my part following an attempt to explain thEi import and the source of 
derivation of the number of .forty-six volumes. I believe, however, that the infere11ce 
probably is not very wide of the m.':!.rk' and is strengthened by the remark in the Shih
chi , So-y-in, Ch-ung-·wi-ti-~zu Lie.'i-churJ,n fip !f!. ~ -=f,, J1J '(!J; •BiogTaphies of the Disciples of 
Oori.fucius, "Forty-seven volumes (out· of eightyfive volumes) were lost to the world, and 
theTe are now thirty-eight volumes left of the book." There is· the difference of one 
volume between this remark and my enumeration, but I believe it does not much matter, 

· because in view of the method of the arrangement and the1 number of volumes in the 
existent Ta-Ta,i L-i-chi; the book was very susceptible of some rearrangement or combin~ 
ation of volumes. 



~ Jfj fJII ; anq. of the Ohiing-y-iwg $ ~If, which. 1s believed. to be a work 
later than the H uai--n_an-tzu. · Further we can see th~t the views regarding i . 

. 

L-i. expounded in the Li-:-chi Wit~ and: the She.ng-,te ~-1j, have: some 
eleme,nts to be regarded as ideas of the · 1atter part. of the Former Han 
Period, a!ld the idea of the Liu-.kuan; t::. '§' theory in the· volui-r{e of the 
She ng-te befongs to the same period, in its being · related to the ideas of 
tlie .Ohoi~.,kuari. It is probably _toward thfl end of the Forrn,er Hari 
_Period, about. the time when Lrn .. HsrAKG collated. classical books, that 
the voJm;nes, containing .the above nientior1ed ones, came to, be edited 
into a se:i:ie~ containing. one . hundred. and thirty.;one vol!lmes; and were 
named Li.-~h✓i. 1 ' 

The. iiiclmdon in the Li-chi of· the. volumes of the. Yueh-li~ig,- the 
IIsia:-hsiao-cheng J[ ;J, lE, the Wu-di-tG Ji.. 1fi 1j; the >Ti-hsi-hsing ~ l~.Ui; 
which cannot .be regarded as having anything to do with li, and, of the 

. Ohung:-yung, the 'P(J;-hwUah :fc~, .and the volumes ~ontaining what is 
called the wor.ds, of T8eng-dzu regarding filial duty,~ all or which are, 
properly speaking-, not mainly concerned·with.li, although there.are sorne 
passages dealing with the subject, :-:-has probably something to do with 
the ideas prevalent in the latter part of the Former Han, Period when; 
together with the rise of the ideas detnanding t~e restoration of the old 
practice of li~ and yo as taught by Confacian · scholars, the idea of yueh~ 
ling, or the Imperial admir1istratio;n and institution' according to the _ · 
seasons, came to _be in favour at the court, and the. view that in li lie 
all . the virtues, became influential with· the result that as in: the 'Tso~ 

·shih-chiian (the .sections ~f the 2nd.year of Pririce--:Chao-kung ag &:· and 
the ist and 2nd years. of Prin,ce Wen-kung 3t.*), even the l or the 
Book of Divination, the Ch'un-oh' iu or th8 Book of _Annals and the 
Calender, . came to be tau~ht. as belonging -in the oategory of li, the 
practice of filial duty being regarded as the first and most. i1nportant 
step of li. The story regarding Confucius in the volume of. the Li-yun 

1) The inadequacy of the theory treating of the Li-chi as being written in the old 
form of characters can be pointed out fcom this angle by thus clarifying the dates when 
the individual volumes of· the Li-chi were edite<i. · It is also suggested, of what value 
are the legends of the discovery and collection of the classics written in the old form 
of characters. · 
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fff ill! that when he was asked about the· ways of li, he tried to show 
what li is by referring to the Calender of the Hsia J[ Dynasty and th_e 

K'im-ch'ien f$ }Jii: or Earth and Heaven according to the J -£, represents 
the situation that st1ggests the volume was a work of the· latter part of 

the Former Han Period. The manner in which K 'uan Heng @f {fflJ treats 

of li in his address to the emperor as quoted in the Han-shu, K'iwng

Heng-chuan @I Wjft, as well as Tzu-ch'an of Cheng's ffil -f-~ remark in 
the Tso-shih-_ch:uan, Chapter of Prince Chao-kung, Section of, the ·25th 

Year of his Reign in deriving quotations from the Hsfao-ching ~ t~ 
or the Book of FiliaJ Duty, and. applying th€m to the subject of 

li, or :repla,cing the word ' hsiao ' or .filial duty with·. ' li/ re~ect the 
similarity, of the trends of thought of that period. It cannot alway8 be 

regarded as ani attempt on ·the part of those-writers to interpret 'hsiao' 

as an· attribute identical with ' li,' but it shows that they were apt to 

be associated with each othe~ · in their minds. It becomes intelligible 
only when we regard those· volumes, as the work edited toward the close 

of the Former Han Period, which are inclnded in the Li-:chi but actually 

havEl little to dowith li. 

If such volumes are included in the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes 
or the Ta-'11ai Li-chi, it will be clear that the two TAI -had nothing to 
do with· the editing of the two Li-chi. Even from the ·single fact that 

the Li-chi in :forty-nine volumes does contain a volume of the Yo-chi, 

it can be easily inferred that the Li-chi could not have been ed:ited by 

HsIAo TAL 

The next question is, when were the Li-chi in forty-r1ine volumes 
and the Ta-Tai Li-chi edited?. Since the two Li-chi had been already · 
in existence, as has been pointed out above, in the days of CHENG HsuAN, 

they must have. appeared during the period from the time when the 

Po-lm-t'ung was written to the days of CHENG HsuAN.1
) The Hoii-Han-shu, 

1) v\Te read in the- Flou-I-Ian-shu, Jlfa-Y1tng;.chu~n .~ ~!Q ft, that MA YUNG annotated 
the three Li, and· also find the view of MA YuNG quoted in the Cheng-i._ Consequently 
there is much probability that MA YUNG had something to do with the Li-cM, in forty
nine volumes, and it would be more proper to. regaTd the Li~ch-i in forty.nine volumes 
as having been existent prior to the time of MA YuNG. In view of the lack of any 
positive evidence, however, to that effect regarding the Ta-Tai L-i-chi, we let the matter 
stand as it is. 
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1.Vao-Pao-chican 111l ft, says: "Thw Li-chi in forty-nine volumes was 
transmitted to posterity through Ts'ao Pao." He. belongs to the reign 
of Emperor Chang-ti ~-* and Emperor Ho-ti ;J:n *, and having died in 
the 14th year of Yung-yilan ;1,k 5t (102 A.D.), was probably a contem
porary of PAN Ku !_»I ml, author of the Po-hu-t'ung, or of a little later 
d,ate. · Therefore, ·the Li-chi in forty'"nine vqlumes must have already 
been existent in the .declining years of Ts'ao Pao at the latest~ and in 
view of the fact that.· the Po-lm-t'nng w·as written in the 4th- year of 
Ohien-ch'u: ~ i.JJ (79 A. D.), the Li-chi :i:n question was apparently edited 
'during .the next twer1ty years,. The · use of the · word ''. chiian ' 1Ill. or 
~.transmitted' regarding the book, indicates that Ts'ao Pao was connected 
with the L-i--chi in some particular mHnrier, or Ts'ao Pao had something 
to ~o .- with, the .spread· of the book, because if the· book had already been. 
in wide use in his 'day, there would have been no reascm: for the writer 
of.tb.,e Jiou-Han.,shu to use that, particular expression in connection :with 

· Ts'ao Pao, who was not an annotator . of the. volume; Therefore, the 
passage probably means that Ts'ao Pao. was in some way or other 
influential in bringing about the popularity of the boo~; or responsible 
for making the book in the present for1n widely known to the. public. 
The word ' cliiian ,. is sometimes used. to._ expres·s the line· of desc'ent of 
a school of learning; but it is hardly conceivable that with regard to the 
· Li-chi, the expression was used, as in the case of the I-l i, in the sense 
just mentioned, in view of the inccmceivable enough situation that there 
could have ?een in. those days some traditions or school of learning on 
the Li.-chi. . Hence the word here cannot be interpreted. otherwise than 
in the sense of 'making the book in the present form known to tl1e 
public,' i.n the· same way it was used in the Li1.t-i-lun regarding the· two 
TAI iri connection with respectively the: Ta-'Tai Li-chi and the L,i-.chi in 
forty-nine volumes. Further, I am inclined to believe that the Li-chri1 
in forty-nine volunies was edited by Ts'ao Pao, who used it as a kirtd 
of text-bo9k in his lectures for his numerous st-qdents,-so numerous 
that it was said of him, "He taught more than a thousand pupils." 

. Pao was a scholar belonging to Ch'ing-shih's ~ .Ex: school of the I-li, 
having followed his father jn accepting the teachings of the school. 
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Having some definite opinion on the institutions of Zi and yo, he often 

presented to the emperor his opinion for the crystalisation of the insti

tution·s, or was consulted by the emperor, submitting once to the throne 

a memorial for• the establishme11t of the definite practices of Zi from the 

emperor and princes down to the common people. His · opinio:ns were 

apparently different -from those of PAN Ku and of many other scholars. 

He also· wrote a great many of books; it was said of him, " He wrote 

the T'ung.:.i -~~in twelve volumes and one hundred and twenty volumes 

of miscellaneous writings on the classics.'' In view of these facts, it is 

not altogether in:conceivable. ' I believe that he selected soine important 

portior1 out of the Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes, and 

together with one volume _of _the Yo-ch'i, .w~ich had also been_ picked out 

of the complete Yo-chi, edited the Li~chi in forty-nine volumes. -It is 

p~ob.ably due to such circumstances that the passage : _. " He caused·. the 

book to be known in the present form," immediately follows the p~ssage· 

quoted above. If the Li-chi in question had already been well known in 

Ts'ao Pao's days, these passages would have been uninterngible. If the 

passage had been sjgnificant only in its assertion that Ts'ao . Pao gave 

le'ctures- to his numerous students,the I-li in seventeen volumes should 

have -- more naturally been mentioned there, because Ts'ao _ Pao was a 

follower of the teachings of Ch'ing-shih's school of the I-li. · Therefore 

the particular reference to the Li-chi as the subject of his lectures 

irnplie,$ probably that Ts'ao· Pao not only gave lectures to his studerits, 

_but also was in some special way connected with the Li-chi._ Ts'ao Pao's 

new series of volmnes oi1 lri was probably named after the · Li-chi in one 

hundred· a?,d thirty-orrn volumes, from which the new shorter series 

was selected; and although there was included in the new series a volume 

of the Yo~chi, _it probably·_did not fonn a portion big enough to make the 

name unsuitable for the new series. Then my inference is that the new 

Li~chi came to be spread 1n gradually wider circles at the hands of his 

followers, until whenever the Li-chi was referred to, it always meant 

-this one unless otherwise noted. 

Our next inference is that the remaining portion of the Li-chi in 

one hundred and thirty-orl8 volumes, from which the Li-chi in forty-nine 
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. volumes had been selected, was taken up, and together with a portion of 
the Kimg:..tzit, san-chao-chi and others was edited to form a series of books 
on li m eighty-five volumet?,1

> It might als.o prope;rly be called by the 
name of ''Li-chi,' but to· distinguish it from the already existent Li-chi. 
in fortynine volumes, ,the latter series might probably have been named 
'th.e Ta.,Tai Li-ch·i' after the-Ta-Tai school, simply for the sake of prqpa-:-· 
gandistic effect, although as a matter of fact it belonged to none of the 
Ta~Tai school. . Tliere might have been some latent motive _to make 
the n~w lyedited · L i-ch·i look stiperior . to the older Li-chi in forty":nin e 
volumes. Or the Ta-Tai Li:dJhi might possibly have been edited by_some 
on~ belonging to- the, Ta-Tai school. · Those who· tried to ascribe the 

1) If ·there was a volun:ie of the Sh-ih-Ja,. in _the Ta-Tai,L·i-cM~· it might possibly h~ve 
been. almost .the same as the one that. is taken up .in.the-I-,cho-u~sli~l it Na.. ·The close 
relationship that seems to exist petween the _Wen-wangKaan-jen -X :Elf/\. of the Tct-.Tai 
Li-chi and the I-chou.-sh-u, Kti,an-jen-chieh 1f AM, may be referred to,_. But' the case is 
probably that tb,e ed_itor of _the Ta~Tai Li 0 ch_i did not t_ike the. two volumes from the 
I-chou:shn1 . but the_ two volumes had already been included_ in the•· Li-chi ii+._ one hundred 
and.thirty-one volumes,. 'nrnaybe added.that the. 'Ei 0 yo~chi'. ·Or the 'Li-chi; is quoted 
in thEl Feng-8u~t'v,ng .00. 1* ~ inits s.ectionwhere the, Yo-chi ~:t.F, or the musical instru
:tnE\nt is •discussed.__ Since these quotations a Te nqt found in the yolume of the Yo-chi in 
fortys:nfoe volumes~ they are belie;ed to have been dedved from the portions of the 
. Yo-chi in twenty;.three volumes which w~re not. taken up in the·_ Li-thi, that is from the 
volumes of the yo-clii (mrisical instrument) referred to in the _Aeh.l1f.It is uninteliigible, 
therefore, why' the Li-yo~cfri 01~· the Lt-chi was. refened to as the source of those quota
tions. fo :view _of the fact that in some :pass9,.ges .· th!J' •writer siruply says t.he 'Y6°chi' 
instead of theLi-yo-ch-i or theLi-chi,and tn the p2,ssagesonthechfog,, a musical insti:u
meilt, the Li-yo~chi is q{1bted in the sa,nie manner as in_ tb.e: quot;ation in the I-wen-lei
cll-wng. ?SC--~ 5kfi:~,- whUe the T'ai-p'ing~yuri-lcin ;tf f{LpJ'f _.a.gain simply·says the' Yo-chi,' 
the confusion in .the references of the namesrnight ._ have·. b.een d11e to some error in 
copying, so: that it is doubtful how YING•SHAO 9l m, originally wrote; It might be COll~ 
jectured, ·therefore, .that under theforce of·drcumstance·s i:0: which;· when the Yv-chi was 
mentione9, the volume of the Yo~chi of the L-i~chi in forty-nin.e yoh:imes was apt to be 
~ssoc1ate& with it, those who copied the bo_ok · might haye writ,ten _by mistake Li-yo-cll-i . 
or ~i-ch i instead of· Yo-eh i as· originally·._ worded, without• taking the. trouble of examining 
the. st~U earlier sources .. In case, howev~r, th,e od~·inal wcfrding wa.s 'Li-yo-chi' or 'Li
chi,' I wonder if the Yo-chi in question might not have been included in the Ta-Tai 
L·i-chi, on the supposition that the portions of the Yo-chi. in twenty-three volumes t.hat 
were left out of the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes when the latte:r was edited, came probably 
later to be included in the Ta-Ta,-i L'i-chi. It' rna.y not be valid to believe that the Ta
Tai •Li-chi was referred to as the 'L·i' or the 'Li-chi,' but there are cases where the 
volume of the Shih-fa in the Tl~~Tai Li-ch:i is referred to simply as the 'Li Hao-shih-chi.' 
ffil I~ tt ria. At any rate, ,however, it will be difficult to infer from the above treatment 
in the Feng-su,-t'nng that the Yo~ch-iin twenty-three volumes was miginally included 
in the IA-chi in one hundred and thirty~one volumes. 
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Li--chi in forty-nine volumes to HsIAO TAI, must have forgotten or 

overlooked the fact that it was the work of Ts'ao ·Pao of Ching-shih's 

school, apparently without ·paying any attention to who the editor was, 

or such matters, since the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes had already been 

in wide circulation. For it ought to be regarded as the abridgement of 

the lor1ger series of the Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes, 

which did not belong to any _particular school. However, the shorter 

Li-chi· in · forty-nine volumes, which had already been known simply 

as the· Li-chi, never came to be called the Hsiao~ Tai Li-chi, even after 

the appearance of the 'Pa-Tai Li-chi, and it is due to this circumstance 

that the Li,u-f-lun calls one 'the 'Ta-Tai Li' (or properly the Ta-Tai Lri

chi) and the other simply 'the Li-chi' instead of the Hsiao- 'Pai Li or 

properly the Hsiao-Tai Li-chi; Interpreted in any other way, the re

mark of the Liu,-i-lun would be hardly intelligible.1
) It seems strange 

that such a state of affairs should have occurred in the Later Han 

Period when of course it should have been known there were two 

schools of li · regarding the I-li by the names of .Ta-Tai and Hsiao-Tai, 

but this very situation and the comparative unpopularity of the two 

schools-it was said of them, "Their teachings were transmitted from 

folfower to follower without any interruption, but the schools were yet 

without any distinguished scholars,; ~possibly made it rather convenient 

for s9rrie of the scholars to· ascribe them. to the two schools of li. 

Such being the case, in the days of CHENG HsUAN, the two Li-chi 

came generally to be believed to be the work of ·TA TAI and HsIAo TAr. 

Th.ere is no wonder, thei:1, that the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes was 

regarded a·s the work of HsIAO TAr, by CHENG HsuA'.N, a follower of the 

Hsiao-tai school who was uncritical enough to believe even .the Wei-shii 

ir.l ii ~s the teachings of Confucius.· If the: classification of the volt1mes 

of the· Li-chi as was believed to be found in the Pieh-lic, had to deal 

with the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes, it must have been inserted in 

1) The appearnnce of the name of the Hsiao-'Tai Li-chi attached to the Li-chi in 
forty-nine volumes, resulted from the ignorance or disregard of the actual circumstance, 
under which the two kinds of the Li-chi were edited, they merely paying attention to 
the contrast in the appellations, and calling one 'the Hsiao-Tai Li~chi' against the 
Tct-Tai Li-ch'i, after the fashion of the two schools of the I-li. 
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the Pieh-lu prior to the days of CHENG HsUAN. Even in ,that case there 
is e:v:ery probability that CHENG Hsu.rn would have believed such insertion 
to have been the work of Liu Hs1ANG .• It reflects the lack of critical 
spirit in the . age that the fashior1 of writing counterfeit books and 
ascribing ~hem to some classic writers; prevailed in the Han Periods. 
Such was also the_ case .with Lrn HsIANG, who collated classical bo·oks, 
as.the fragments of the Pieh-lv, and also some remarks in the 1-wen-chih 
show. The statement in the I-wen--chih that-the Li-chi in 011.e hundred 
and thirty-o·ne volumes comprised the. writings of the disciples of Con
fnci11s, was a sheer fabrication, although it is not clear whether th.e 
remark can be ascribed to· Lrn HsIANG or not. In view of srich a state 
of things prevailing among the Confo.cian scholars, there is no wonder 
that CHE~G Hsu A~ should have taken the above· view. The remark in 
the Hou:..Han-shu, 07-/iao:..Hsiian:..chuan ~ ~ f1J; ·alluded to above, was 
probably written in such an atmosphere, and itis quite -conceivable that 
in the latter part of the:. Later Han Period; even the Hsiao-Tai schp]ars 
came to regard the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes as ~he. work of HsIAo TAI. 
As to the· 'Pa-_Tai Li-chi, apparently it never came info much popularity, 
probably because it consisted of the rather insignificant-,--,-or inappropi'.i~te 
in the strict- sense of the term li,"':-'-portion of the Li-chi in one hundred 
and thirty-one volumes which had been left of. the one hundred and 

· thirty-one volumes after the more important section h!;Lq_ been picked °:ut 
and made into the Di-chi in forty.,nin~ volumes -by its editor, -t:t fact 
which can be inferred from the character of the still existent portion of 
the 'Pa.;. 'l'ai•Li-chi, although we cannot know of the whole contents of the 
book today. It. was probably due to the. same situation that in the 
Periods. of Wei Vil, and Chin ~, and after, rather few scholars ever. tried to 
study the· book, and a portion of the · book was neglected to be lost to 
the world. 

Such .is my view regarding the circumstances in which- the Li,-chi 
m forty-nine volum~s and the Ta- 'l1ai Li-chi were edited, and the· dates 
of their appearance. To sum up, what was called the Li-chi in- the 
period from the latter part of the Former Han Period to the beginning 
of the Later Han Period, was the Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one 
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volumes referred to in the I-wen-chih. · Then in the middle of the Later 

Han Period, the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes was edited· by selecting 

an important section out of the Li-chi in o·ne hundred and thidy.aone 

volumes, and was followed by the appearance of the 'Pa-Tai Li-chi, which 

was edited from the remaining portion of the Li-chi in one hundred. 

and thirt:y-one volumes that had been left out of the one hundred and 

thirty-one volumes by the editor of the Li-chi in .forty-nine vo.lumes, 

with the exception of th~ volume of the Yo-chi in the Li-chi in forty

nine volumes and a portion of the Ta- Ta'i Li-r:hi, which were both collected 

from. somewhere outside the Li.-chi fo one hundred and thirty-one 

volumes. The two volumes of .the Ai""k1nng-~ven ~ 0: F1=1i and the T'oi1,-hi1, 

:ti ~ are, however, found in both of the Li-chi, but seeing tµat the 

forty-nine volumes probably edited and made widely known to the world 

by T'sao Pao,· are all found included in the Li-ch1i1 annotat:ed by CHENG 

HsrrAN, the probability is th!:tt the two volumes had been included among 

the forty-nine volumes from the beginning, and later came to be inserted 

in the 'Pa-Tai Li-chi. A portion of the Tseng-tz,i'Z tci-hsiao · fr -f- * ~ in 

the Ta- 'Pa-i Di-chi is identical . with a po~tion of . the Chi-i ~ ~ in the 

Li-chi, and the .Pen-m.ing * fµ- of the former is largely identical with 

the SJ;ng-ju ssu-chih ~ Elz. lfil i!iU of the latter. However, apparently it was 

not a mixture that took place after the . appearance of the two Li-chi, 

but originally the 'Pseng-tzu ta-hsiao and the best part of the Sang-fu

ss'u-chih had been contained respectively in the Ohi-i and the Pen-

1ning .1l It is' also remarkable that the Ohi-i contains some passages 

exactly identical with some in the Yo-ch·i, while the Tseng-tsu ta-hsiao 

- itself is largely derived frome the Lu-shih-Oh'un-ch'iu, I-Isiao-hsing-lan 

~ ft 'Jf. This state of things often happened with works of the Han 

Period ; similar examples are .found in the relations between the Tseng

tzu-t'ien~·yuan and the Huai-na;i-tzil, the Li-ch'a ff!l ~ and the Ohing-chieh 

*.~ 'fIJ¥, and the Wang-chih and th~ Nei-tse, .both of the. Di-chi in forty

nine volumes. lq view of the circumstances, that the original eleven 

volumes of the Yo-chi· were comp:ressed into only' one volume,. the 

arrangement of the volumes· being altered from that in the original 

Yo-chi in twenty-three volumes, we can infer that when the Li-chi in 
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forty-nine volumes and the 'Ta-11ai Li-chi were edited out of the Li-chi 
in . one hundred and thirty-one volumes, some new arrangements might 
probably have been adopted, so that it would not be qt1ite adequate to 
expect correspondence in ·the number or arrangement of · the volumes 
between the ~riginal Li-chi in one hundred and thirty-one volumes and 
the two new Li-chi. Further, when we notice that the passages of the 
Chi-i and the rPseng-tzi1-wen quoted in the chapter ofthe Keng-sang #f: ~, 

in the Po-h1.1A'iing as well as the remark from the Wang-chi as quoted in 
the chapter of the .Peng-hi,,ng Jw ~, are not found in the corresponding 
section of the existent Li-chi, we might well conjecture that som·e 
changes in the form of abridgement or omission might have· been effected, 
when the two Li-chi were edited. The d1fference in the arraiigement 
of the vohnnes, therefore, · does not; we believe, stand in the way of 
accepting our foregoing standpoint. 

1) The Han-shu, Wei-Hsuan-cheng-chuan, contains in Wei Hslian-cheng's memorial 
to the emperor, a passage quoted with • the remark ' the Chi-'i says,' that is now found, 
riot in the volume of the Chi-i, but ii1 that of the 8ang-Ju-hsiao-r.M. In view of the fact 
that the matter discussed in Wei Hsi.ian-cheng's memorial to the throne. had nothing 
to do· with mourp.ing costume, but with religious ceremonials~ it is more reasonable to 
suppose that the remark was originally found in the volume of the Chi-i, and not in the 
Sang:fn-lrnfao-chi. '!'his kind of confusion or mixture took place probably prior to the 
appearance of the Li-chi in forty-nine volumes~ 


